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1 Multiple Frame Propagation

In our main paper, we consider only one-frame propagation among all propaga-
tion methods, and here we adopt MSN to select more frames for the multiple-
frame propagation method, e.g. STM [2]. We apply MSN on the full STM, i.e.
utilize every 5 previous frames as guidance (‘STM-5’), and we will select the
same number of frames by MSN as guidance for propagation (‘STM-5 + MSN’),
shown in Tab. 1.

Table 1. Multiple frame propagation on DAVIS-2017 dataset.

Methods J (%) F (%)

STM-5 [2] 79.2 84.3
STM-5 + MSN 79.8 84.8

2 Components of Baseline Temporal Propagation
Network

As shown in Fig. 1, the baseline temporal propagation network (TPN) includes
two branches: Appearance branch and Motion branch. Both branches are based
on VGG16 [3]. Specifically, for the motion branch, firstly we incorporate a pre-
trained FlowNet2C [1] to extract optical flow for two frames as input. Besides, we
design two sub-branches for the motion branch, which involve different numbers
of convolution layers. Tab. 2 demonstrates the effects of different components.

3 Memory Selection Network

Network Architecture We design a light-weight selection network that only
involves several convolution layers and fully connected layers, as illustrated in

? Equal Contribution.
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Fig. 1. Components of temporal propagation network (TPN).

Table 2. The effects of different components in TPN. We quantify the performance of
each component in the video object segmentation task on YouTube-VOS dataset [4].
‘Only Appearance Branch’ indicates only appearance branch is utilized. ‘Only Motion
Branch’ indicates only motion branch is used. ‘w/o FlowNet2C’ denotes FlowNet2C [1]
is fixed instead of incorporating into framework and training end-to-end. ‘w/o Shallow
Motion’ denotes shallow motion branch is discarded.

Components Overall score (%)

Only Appearance Branch 48.82
Only Motion Branch 62.02
w/o FlowNet2C [1] 50.90
w/o Shallow Motion 52.61

TPN 63.04

Fig. 2. In the inference stage, fa, fp and ft are extracted with VGG16 [3] only
once for each frame, while they might be utilized by selection network for multiple
times.

Qualitative Results Fig. 3 illustrates the comparisons of using previous frames
or selected frames for propagation. Frame-by-frame propagation fails to propa-
gate the mask correctly in the occlusion (the first two rows) and large motion
(the last row) scenarios. The proposed MSN selects the suitable guidance frames
for propagation, where error accumulation is reduced.

4 Selection Analysis

Statistic of Guidance Frame Intervals Fig. 4 demonstrates the distribution
of MSN selections. It is deduced that the adjacent frame (frame interval equals
to 1) is the preferred frames to be selected by MSN in most easy scenarios, while
MSN selects distant frames especially when the adjacent frame undergoes large
motion and serious occlusion.
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Fig. 2. The detailed network architecture of memory selection network (MSN). Each
block is composed of the layer name and its output size, where feature maps are denoted
as (channel, height, width) and vectors are denoted as (size).
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Fig. 3. Qualitative comparison between frame-by-frame propagation and MSN-guided
propagation on YouTube-VOS[4]. The 1th column illustrates the annotated frame. In
frame-by-frame propagation, segmentation results in previous frames (the 2nd column)
are propagated to target frames (the 3rd column) with TPN. Guided by MSN, segmen-
tation results in selected guidance frames (the 4nd column) instead of previous frames
(the 5th column) are propagated to target frames (the 6th column). Best viewed in
color.
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Fig. 4. Statistic of the frame intervals between the selected guidance frame and target
frame on YouTube-VOS dataset [4].
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